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1 Introduction 

1.1 Overview 

The aim of my FMP is to explore the phenomenological and poetic 

narratives that are contained within a photograph. I am interested to 

investigate the relationship between the photograph and the viewer, and 

the concept that it has not only the power to transport them to the time 

and place of the photographer but has resonance to allow a transference 

between the viewer and the subject within a photograph. Through a 

series of self-portraits around the concept of self and identity, both real or 

constructed, I am looking to investigate my own identity and examine 

how we portray our self to others. 

 

Figure 1: Timothy Stubbs Hughes (1988). Self-portrait. 

Nathan Jurgenson in ‘The Social Photo’ observes that the photograph 

of the self is not only an act to record yourself but a “mode of thinking 

about yourself” (Jurgenson 2019: 54), while Gen Doy notes in ‘Picturing 

the Self’, “Postmodernist scholars has dismissed the notion of a coherent, 
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individual self, able to position her/himself over and above the material 

world as a controlling, conscious agent” (Doy 2005: 2). 

1.2 Key Themes 

• Forming and establishing a self and identity, and constructed 

realities 

• Presence within photographic images 

• Poetic narrative within images, both within photography, literature 

and performance 

• Relationship between the image and viewer 

• Photography as an anthropological exploration of past self, 

compared to a future conception of self 

1.3 Inspiration 

Throughout the MA I have utilised my archive of objects from my 

home, childhood memories and self-portraiture from 1980s/90s. Inspired 

by the critical thinking of Bachelard that the “dwelling-places of the past” 

(Bachelard 1958: 28) you were born in and raised in stay within yourself 

throughout your life has led me to explore artifacts from my childhood 

and home. Developing this further, I then sought to explore portraiture 

and images I had taken while at drama school, reflecting on the 

differences between acting a role or character within a photograph or 

capturing a moment as yourself.  
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Figure 2: Timothy Stubbs Hughes (2020). Self-portrait. 

1.4 Project 

My FMP will focus on the creation of series of self-portraitures, in 

tandem with my own text, on the ideas of self and identity.  

This work aims to explore the poetic narrative and intention that I 

believe exists with the physical act of a photograph being taken.  

I intend to create an inter-disciplinary project, merging text and 

photography, combining my personal history within the context of a 

poetic narrative inside the photograph.  
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Figure 3: Timothy Stubbs Hughes (2020). Self-portrait. 
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2 Methodology 

From Descartes to postmodern notions of the fragmented and de-

centred self, I would look to examine how portraits have been constructed 

by artists over time, and how this work and thinking has led me to my 

own exploration of self.  

I would seek to explore critical theory in the concepts of self and 

identity, from Lacan’s and Freud’s idea that it is something we build, 

through to Foucault’s concept of panopticism (gaze as both object and 

subject) towards Proust’s conjecture that the photograph enables 

transportation for the viewer between their consciousness and sub-

consciousness.  

2.1 Process 

My FMP schedule can be broken down into 3 segments:  

A) Research and Experimentation (2/3 months) 

B) Finalising my work (2 months) 

C) Promotion and Presentation (2 months) 

2.2 Artists 

With the aim of producing a series of self-portraiture photographs, I 

have been inspired by a number of photographers and artists. For 

example: 

Sophie Calle whose “work elaborates on the imaginative aspect of 

forming an identity” (Jones 2019). 

Elina Brotherus “self-portraits are windows into myself, landscapes 

are windows opening outward from me” (Middlehurst 2016). 
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Katja Liebmann whose process is to explore their self within their 

work. In the press release for her exhibition ‘Retrospective I’, the work 

was described as “in her search for new means of expression and a 

different perception of reality” (Liebmann 2020). 

 
Figure 4: Katja Liebmann (2002), Self-portrait from ‘Reading Kierkegaard’ 

These are examples of practitioners whose working practices inspire 

me, as they explore their own presence and liminality within the world, 

their archives and personal experiences. They seem to be questioning 

their own send of self and identity, relating ideas of past experiences to 

what they feel and conceive now.  

2.3 Research 

My focus will be to address the critical theory of presence within a 

photograph and the semiotics and signifiers that a self-portrait conveys. 

Examining such theorists such as Barthes (punctum and stadium) and 

Benjamin (aura) and such philosophers as Foucault (discussive spaces) 

and Flusser (automation), I would focus my research into the theories of 
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presence within photography and how this is communicated. I believe 

that my work and practice is rooted in the idea and concept that a text, 

performance or image contains within it a phenomenological resonance, 

and that this resonance can both expand and distil the viewer’s 

experience. As Mary Bergstein alludes to on her reading of Proust, 

“advances the alluring idea that light induced the states in which Proust 

travelled back and forth from the unconscious (oblivion) to conscious 

(suddenly remembered) thought” (Bergstein, 2014: 221). 

In an interview with Sean O’Hagan of The Guardian, Alec Soth talks 

with “sudden realisation that everything in the universe was connected” 

(O'Hagan, 2019), and photographer Keith Carter in an interview with Ted 

Forbes alludes to the fact that “something is going on” (Keith Carter: The 

Artist Series, 2017) inside a photograph to draw the viewer inside. I take 

from this the idea that the photograph follows Proust’s conceit of 

transportation (to the place of the photograph and photographer) but also 

on a journey of the imagination and subconscious and asking questions 

such as ‘what is happening’ and ‘what are they thinking / feeling’?  

 
Figure 5: Keith Carter (2001), Railway Station 
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3 Outcomes and Promotion 

I plan to have an exhibition of my work and to create a book of my 

photographs and text that I produce during this module. 

3.1 Book 

I intend to create a small, hand-made book for my work being 

inspired by such artists as Yamamoto Masao and Noel Nasar. 

For example, for the “Nakazora project Yamamoto, working with 

Nazraeli Press, chose to showcase his work as an 18-foot-long scroll, 

housed in a wood and acrylic box” (Hall 2015) 

 

Figure 6: Nazraeli Press, Tuscon (2002), Nakazora, Masao Yamamoto 

There are a number of partitioners and artists that bring together 

text and photography: from Sophie Calle’s ‘True Stories’; John Berger and 

Jean Mohr’s ‘A Fortunate Man’; Richard Long’s ‘Walking the Line’; and 

most recently the collaboration between father and son David Harsent 

(poet) and Simon Harsent (photographer) on ‘Salt Moon’ that have all 

served as inspiration for the direction I want to take.  
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Figure 7: Guillemot Press (2020), David Harsent and Simon Harsent, publicity image of 

limited edition section sewn hardback printed on Mohawk Superfine papers, with 

embossed casebound cover and printed dust jacket. 

3.2 Exhibition 

I have been involved in a number of photographic exhibitions. I feel 

confident that I would approach and secure a small space in London for 

an exhibition of my work later in the year, which would be held in tandem 

with the publication of my book. I would be looking to approach spaces as 

Conway Hall, as well as utilising websites as Hire Space to source suitable 

and affordable locations.  
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Figure 8: Ollie Harrop (2017), ‘One Night Only’ group exhibition, Asylum, Peckham.  

3.3 Workshops 

I intend to offer a number of workshops to develop my skills and 

outreach work. These would be focused on examining the critical theories 

and practices I encounter during the FMP. The aim is to share these with 

the wider community through a number of sessions for photographers 

and artists to explore their own ideas of self-portraiture.  

For these workshops, I would approach such venues as The Jack 

Studio Theatre, with whom I have a relationship, as well as targeting 

organisations like Photofusion and Four Corners for future opportunities.   
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4 Timeline 

Date Overview of Tasks 

Feb-Mar • Critical research and reading, focusing on Self & 

Identity; Presence and Performance; Portraiture within 

the Visual Arts 

• Experimentation in portraits 

• Experiments in writing 

• Developing ideas for books 

• Research into London venues for Exhibition and 

Workshops 

• Application to Arts Council England / funders  

Apr-May • Begin to finalise work, and the creation of images and 

text 

• Explore the making of my book, such as paper, boxes, 

containers, etc.  

• Look to finalise a potential venue for Exhibition, and 

secure a space for Workshops 

• Begin Press and Marketing campaigns and draft initial 

press and marketing information 

Jun-Jul • Preparation for Exhibition and Book Launch and 

Workshops  

• Send out final invites and PR 

Aug • Presentation of Work, Book and Workshops 

• Review of Exhibition and Workshops 

• Finalise and submit final assignments for MA 

• Compile audience and press response 
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5 Ethics 

As my work will mainly be containing my ‘self’, physically and through 

various writings, I will be considering any ethical considerations through a 

subjective lens. In this approach I will consider my artistic freedom, while 

also factoring in social, religious and political considerations in the topic of 

‘self and identity.  

Art has the power to affect the moral outrage within society, and it 

should not be reticent or adverse from doing so, but it is important to 

ensure that the work does attempt to “meet societal ethics” while 

“Society needs to understand that freedom of expression in the arts 

encourages greatness while artists need to be mindful of and open to 

society’s disposition.” (University of Georgia 2021) 

 

Figure 9: Timothy Stubbs Hughes (2020), Self-portrait.  

 

Wordcount: 1,465. (not including Headings or Figures text)   
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6.3 Engagement 

6.3.1 Budget 

The budget for the FMP Proposal has not been outlined, as this project will 

be self-funded. Approach will be made to relevant arts funding 

organisations (Arts Council England) and funding opportunities and events 

will be considered (Crowd funding). Also, my personal work will begin to 

be sold through the online shop I intend to create as part of this project.  

6.3.2 Website 

I aim to develop my engagement with audiences and potential markets / 

collaborators by expanding the reach of my website and online presence. 

This includes: 

• Sharing updates on social media 

• Personal blog 

• Podcasting 

6.3.3 PR and Marketing 

I would utilise my 20 years of experience in promoting theatre 

productions to approach relevant press and stakeholders about my FMP. 

Alongside my own social media and website promotion, the German Bight 

cohort have developed ‘The Long Exposure’ (Instagram and Website) to 

further promote the students’ work during the FMP. 
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6.4 Photography Risk Assessment Form 

[See following pages] 
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Photography Risk Assessment form  
 

 

Please read the Risk Assessment Guidelines before completing this form which 

contains further resources, available from The Photography Centre.  
 

 

 

 

Photographer’s 
Name:  

Tim Stubbs Hughes Date(s) of 
Shoot:  

Feb-Aug 2021 

Assistants’ 
Names:  

Julia Stubbs Hughes 

Module Leader:  Wendy McMurdo 

Location:  London 

Description of 
work:  

Self-portraits taken at home, in studio and various locations throughout London 

Persons at Risk    Identify all those at risk 

 

Technical 
Staff:  

X Academic Staff:   Students:  X Admin Staff:   Canteen Staff:   

Contractors:  X General Public:  X Visitors:   Estates Staff:   Library Staff:   

Cleaning 

Staff:  
 Emergency Personnel:    

 
Other:  Partner (Julia) Especially at risk:   N/A 

 
Check list  

Equipment  Flash/tungsten Stands/tripods  Hot lights  Smoke machine/fire  

Flammable 
materials  

Risk of Fire  Welfare of Assistant   Welfare of model Working at Heights 

Location  Transport to 
location  

Parking   Vehicles/traffic Weather conditions 

Public  Confined spaces Derelict Buildings Animals  Children   

Tides   Compressed Gasses Water Noise Chemicals  

 

PRIMARY RISK ASSESSMENT  
Example  

HAZARD  
What kind of hazards are there at the site 

or in your task? i.e. Light stand  

RISK 
OF  

What risks do those hazards 

create?  

 
i.e. Light stand falling 
over  

CONTROL 
MEASURE  How are you going to minimise the risk associated with the 

hazards you’ve identified? i.e. weigh down light stand with and 

bags  

Please continue your risk assessment, adding additional pages as 
necessary.  

http://learningspace.falmouth.ac.uk/course/view.php?id=591&section=3
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HAZARD Pandemic / Covid-19 RISK 

OF 

Ongoing lockdown and 

limited public facing 
opportunities and gatherings 

CONTROL 

MEASURE 

Whilst everything is being planned for live exhibitions and workshops, the 

pandemic is ever-changing and public exhibitions / workshops may not be 
possible. Therefore, online opportunities will be factored in if needed, or 

activities will be delayed until such as time as they are possible 

 

HAZARD Studio / Darkroom Health and Safety 
during Covid-19 

RISK 
OF 

Infection and being 
contagious 

CONTROL 
MEASURE 

Extra care and Health and Safety checks during studio and darkroom process; 
mask wearing and wiping down of shared equipment; working in secure bubble 
groups; adhering to guidelines on health and travel restrictions.  

 
 

HAZARD Tripod RISK 
OF 

Falling over, being a trip 
hazard 

CONTROL 
MEASURE 

Weights to ensure tripod is secure 
Highlighting tripod to participants as a hazard 

 

HAZARD Tethering equipment and cables RISK 
OF 

Tripping over and also 

pulling over equipment 

CONTROL 
MEASURE 

Ensure where possible that cables are secured / taped down, or easily viewable 
of the participants on the shoot 

 

HAZARD Use of Camera equipment RISK 

OF 

Being damage; Causing 

injury to participants; being 
stolen 

CONTROL 
MEASURE 

Care is used when setting up the shoot and planning; where possible equipment 

not being used is stored away or easily viewable 
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HAZARD Changes in weather for outside shoots RISK 

OF 

Delay in shoots and 

equipment being damaged 
while on shoot 

CONTROL 

MEASURE 

Be informed about weather conditions prior to shoot and up-to-date while on 

shoot; ensuring that protective equipment is available if needed, or shelter can 
be located 

 

HAZARD Travel to shoot RISK 
OF 

Delays in travel; equipment 
risk; being tried on the shoot 

CONTROL 
MEASURE 

Ensure that travel notices and changes can be avoided; Equipment securely pack 
and monitored while traveling; ensuring rest breaks and plenty of time to travel 
and undertake shoot 

 

HAZARD Studio RISK 
OF 

Damage to studio or their 

equipment through misuse; 
injury to participants 

CONTROL 
MEASURE 

Care to be taken when using a studio; familiarity with equipment (lights, etc.); 
ensuring participants aware of health and safety.  

 

HAZARD Darkroom / Chemicals RISK 

OF 

Injury to self 

CONTROL 
MEASURE 

Ensure correct manner and competence when working in the darkroom; 

protective clothing and equipment use; ensure correct handling of chemicals 

 

HAZARD Workshops RISK 
OF 

Risk to injury of participants 

CONTROL 

MEASURE 

Ensure correct health and safety issues are addressed, such as Fire Alarm 

awareness; ensure relevant insurance is undertaken; awareness of participants 
mobility and social issues to ensure a comfortable working environment 
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HAZARD Exhibition Hanging (get-in) RISK 

OF 

Damage to gallery / art 

works 

CONTROL 

MEASURE 

Ensure correct procedures for get-in (theatre term) / hanging of exhibition are 

undertaken; working alongside the staff of gallery or exhibition space; correct 
tools are made available and used; advice and consultation with experienced 

people; employment of professional gallery installers 

 

HAZARD Preview / Opening RISK 
OF 

Public safety; protection of 
art work;  

CONTROL 
MEASURE 

Ensure public safety systems are in place (evacuation, etc.); that art work has 
been placed securely around the gallery with any warnings or notices easily 
visible to the public 
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On site risk assessment:  these are control measures that arose on your shoot 

• Take time and be thoughtful during the process, before and after, to ensure safety of 

yourself and others.  

• Take care over equipment and be prepared to re-familiarize yourself with any that you 

have not used for some time. 

• When working with others be respectful of their knowledge and experience and ensure 

their well-being and safety during the shoot. 

Emergency Information and Procedures 

Phone Charged mobile phone with full signal / Nearest Payphone / 
Landline 

Medical Expertise Are you or a member of your team First Aid qualified? Do you 
know where 
the nearest one is? 

Emergency 
Procedure 

In the event of an emergency dial 999 or 112 ensure that you 
or someone with you can accurately describe where you are 
(ideally nearest postcode) 

Medical Treatment Lewisham Hospital or Guys Hospital in London  
Open 24 hours 

Evacuation 
procedures 

Ambulance can evacuate from main road. 

Incident/accident 
reporting 

All incidents or accidents should be reported to tutor at 
Falmouth University 

 
Assessment carried out by 
• I have ensured that I have reviewed the hazards and risks associated with this 

project and taken necessary steps to remove hazards where possible or reduced 
the risks associated with the remaining hazards to a minimum. 

• I have recorded the main hazards, risks and control measures in this document. 
• I have ensured that those working with me have been briefed on the nature of the 

tasks they are to perform, and are aware of the hazards associated with the task 
and the measures in place to reduce the risks associated with those hazards. (if 
applicable) 

• I will continually assess hazards and risks ‘live’ on site to ensure that nothing has 
been overlooked or has changed since initial assessment. 

Signed:  

 

Date: 14th February 2021 

Assessment reviewed by: Wendy McMurdo - Supervisor 
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